THE TEN ARCHONTES OF 579/8 AT ATHENS
N THE TREATMENT by the 'AOjva'awvHoXtTELa(AP) of the troubled years at
Athens after the Solonian reforms (chapter 13), there is a description of a composite
archonshipof 10 men, henceforththe 10 archontes.1This compositearchonshipwas made
up of 5 eupatridai, 3 agroikoi, and 2 demiourgoi.2 The Athenians decided to make them
archonsafter Damasias, who seems to have been eponymousarchon for 582/1, 581/0, and
the first two months of 580/79, was forcibly removedfrom office. I reproduceAP, 13.I-2
below, with the notice on the 10 archontesunderscored.
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Many students of Athenian constitutionalhistory have held that the traditionon the 10
archontesis, to a lesser or greater extent, contaminatedby later theorizing.3Gernet, in an
influential article, argued that the 10 archonteswere createdby a late 5th-centurytheorist
like Kritias.4I shall argue that comparisonswith later theorizing do not explain away the
notice of the AP. The 10-archontessystem deserves attention not only as a stage in the
developmentof the Athenian constitutionbut also for what it tells us about the evolution of
partisan ideologyat Athens. The allocationof political power on the basis of participationin
socio-economicgroups rather than by census rating, blind to inherited or occupationalstatus, is a diversion from the general line of Athenian institutional evolution from Solon to
Periclean democracy. It affords us a rare view of explicit interaction between social and
political history.
This diversion was the work of a group within the Athenian aristocracy,self-styled
Eupatrids, which sought to arrogate for itself the status of an elite caste within a closed
oligarchy, i.e., an oligarchy which does not countenancemobility among social groups. In
fact, castes never existed at Athens, not even a Eupatrid caste, outside the polemics of such
oligarchs, traces of which can be detected in the myths about Theseus. The 10-archontes
system was a short-lived aberration,the authority of which may not have been recognized
throughoutAttica. Its institution interruptedthe predominantpatternof partisanpolitics of
these years, which were marked by the ebb and flow of agitation to extend the Solonian
reforms.An analysis of the 10-archontessystem also leads us to new understandingsof two
aspects of Archaic Athenian society: first, the nature and legal prerogativesof aristocrats
called Eupatrids;second,the mannerin which cult activityand its supportingmyths became
vehicles for particularpartisan groups.
THE CONSTITUTIONAL ROLE OF THE TEN ARCHONTES
A starting point may be taken on the premise that the creation of the 10 archonteswas in
some sense a response to the 26-month archonship of Damasias or to his expulsion from
office. Yet interpreting this response is complicatedby uncertainty about the characterof
Damasias' archonship. Wade-Gery, on the one hand, argued that Damasias signified a
Eupatrid reaction to the Solonian reforms.5Through analysis of the 10-archontessystem,
on the other hand, cogent arguments will be raised that Damasias was in the "populist"
tradition (see below, pp. 466-469).
Both the passage in the AP and its Atthidographicsource for this notice go back to an
annotationon the list of eponymousarchonswhich recordedthe corporatearchonshipof the
3 M. A. Levi, Commentostoricoalla RespublicaAtheniensiumdi Aristotele,Milan 1968, I, pp. 150-151;
J. Day and M. Chambers,Aristotle'sHistory of Athenian Democracy,Berkeley/Los Angeles 1962, pp. 172173; cf. Rhodes, p. 183.
4 Gernet, pp. 226-227.
5Wade-Gery, pp. 103-104; cf. F. R. Wiist, "Gedankenuber die attischenStande-ein Versuch,"Historia
8,1959 (pp. 1-11), pp. 8-9.
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archontes as it reported the earlier two anarchial.j This annotation may have represented all that was directly known to the Atthidographers(and hence to the Peripatetic
author of the AP) concerningthe 10 archontes(see below, p. 461). Thus, they are not to be
equated with the 9 archons of the 6th century and thereafter (eponymous archon, polemarch, basileus, and 6 thesmothetai)7or the 10 archonsof the 4th century (when the grammateus of the thesmothetaiwas classed among the archons).AThat the 10 archontes and
later 10 archons number the same is coincidental.Since they ??h44av (governed)Athens, the
10 archonteswere a college designed to replace the eponymousarchon.' This fact makes of
them a unique group inasmuch as the archons (then and later) did not dischargetheir chief
functionscollegially. The unprecedentedcharacterof the arrangementmay explain why we
are given no information about its termination. A reader familiar with Athenian government might have assumed that such an anomaly was not long-lived. Yet a suspicion cannot
be avoidedthat the 10-archontessystem was not meant to be a temporaryexpedient and that
the story of its terminationhas been lost.10
The AP underlinesthe singularity of the 10 archonteswith the next sentence:t KaL i7110

\oV OTLt

.YLEyOTVV
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o

apXcov 4aLvovrTat yap

aLEL TTaoTaCovTEs

7TEpL TavT71s

rijs apXqs,(wherefore it is clear that the archon had the greatest power, since they seem
constantly to have fought factionally over this office). To Gernet, this sentence makes best
sense when the previous sentence on the 10 archontesis removed.1"It is an interpolation,
perhaps deriving from Aristotle himself. Yet the text as it stands makes good sense. The AP
has narratedthe choice of Solon as diallaktesand archon and his unprecedentedlegislative
activity as such (5.2-12).
It later notes two anarchies, which are to be construedstrictly as
the absence of the archon. Next Damasias is elected and holds office for 26 months. As
Damasias is not called a tyrant and the AP does not call his full second year and partial
third year anarchies, in some way he was presumably elected or authorized as archon for
this time. Finally, the empanelmentof the 10 archontesis described.All these occurrences
(including even the election of Solon) involve Athenians oTa7La'OVTEsM 7TEpL TavT77s T77s
apXisi,civil strife not only over the choice of the archon but over the very nature of the
office. To an audience for whom the authorityof the eponymousarchonwas relatively limited, the notice of the AP about civil strife over the archonshipwas a necessaryreminder.12
Atthis, pp. 174-176, 351-352, notes 46, 50, 51.
Whether the thesmothetaiyet numbered6 (ca. 580) is uncertain.AP, 3.4 states that their officeoriginated
after that of the other archons.The passage in Thucydides (L.126.8) implying that there were 9 archonsat the
time of the Kylonian crisis, is of no great force,since the phrase "9archons"may well be conventionalhere. See
E. Ruschenbusch, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte des athenischen Strafrechts, Graz 1968, pp. 78-79,
note 237. Cf. A. Ledl, Studien zur dlterenathenischen Verfassungsgeschichte,Heidelberg 1914, pp. 268-269.
8 Cf. Gernet, p. 224. On the grammateusof the thesmothetai:AP, 55.5I-2;
Pollux, VIII.92. Rhodes observes
that the dokimasiaof the grammateusin a dikasterionmay argue that the office is later than 487/6 (pp. 613615), too late to be relevant to the 10 archontes.
9 C. Mosse, "Classessociales et regionalismea Athenes au debut de Vie siecle,"AntCl 33, 1964 (pp. 404413), p. 405. Jacoby (Atthis, p. 175) comparesthem with Roman tribuni consularipotestate.
'0 Gernet, p. 216. See below, pp. 466-470.
"Gernet, pp. 223-224.
12
Classical audience would be accustomedto think of sortition for the archons, another impedimentto
believing in a powerful archonship.It is difficultto reconcilethe anarchiai, Damasias' multi-year archonship,
6

7
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Moreover, the phrase '8o6evavrV-oTssuggests that the archonteswere authorizedby a decision of the ekklesia. There is no reason to join Gernet in judging the phrase to be vague or
objectingthat a decreeof the assemblyled to a constitutionalchange.13 The constitutionwas
similarly changed in 411/0 and 404/3. Nor is this type of legislation surprising, since no
firm distinction had been made between enactmentsof an assembly's majorityand fundamental laws. A comparisonwith Solon'smandateis valid, for, if the Athenians could allow a
nomothetesto change the constitution,they could certainly make such arrangementsthemselves under political advice.
The board of 10 archonteshas parallels in similar, contemporarycolleges such as the
ephors at Sparta, damiourgoiat Argos, or basileisin several cities.14The number was probably determinedby the need to balance the 5 Eupatrids against the total of the other two
groups and so in principleto precludea Eupatridunanimityfrom nullifying the influenceof
the other two groups.15 It may also have been importantthat each group have morethan one
member (a check against subornation?)and that the agroikoi outnumber the demiourgoi.
The idea that the archontesnumbered 10 because each served as archon for one month (10
months equaling the remainderof Damasias' third year) can be ruled out.16 A move to collective leadership after Damasias was held to have usurped the archonship is understandable, but a single man holding sole power for one month is an unsatisfactorysolution to a
chief executive'sabuse of his authority. In fact, the AP reportsthat the 10 archonteswere in
office the full year after the third partial year of Damasias.
THE SOCIAL ORIGINS OF THE ARCHONTES
THEIRSTATUSRELATIVE
TO THESOLONIAN
CENSUSSYSTEM

The most noteworthyfeature of the system of the 10 archontesis that it seems to ignore
the Solonian census system. Can it be that the archontesfrom the agroikoiand demiourgoi
were drawn from the Solonian zeugites and thetes, when the former were authorized to
become archons only in 457/6 and the latter were never admitted in principle?17If we
answer this in the negative, are we right to think of those wealthy membersof the political
elite (Pentekosiomedimnoiand Hippeis) outside the hereditary aristocracyas the agroikoi
and demiourgoi?This concept appears to make nonsense of the implicit evaluative distinction in the terminology between the Eupatrid archontesand the others, whose names
were never associatedin Attica with the elite or with politically active groups.18Could even
and the 10-archontessystem with the appointmentof the archonsthrough K?pwcoLSa EK 7rpOKpLTrv (AP, 8.i).
See the Appendix.
13 Gernet, p. 216.
14 Argive damiourgoi:SEG XI, 314, 336 (cf. N. G. L. Hammond, "An Early Inscriptionat Argos,"CQ 10,
1960, pp. 33-36). Basileis: at Mytilene, Theophrastosapud Stobaeus,Florilegium XLIV.22; at Chios, MeiggsLewis, no. 8, line 4 (L. H. Jeffery, "The Courts of Justice on Archaic Chios," BSA 51, 1956 [pp. 157-167],
p. 165); at Elis, DGE, no. 409 (early 5th century).
15 Cf. Gernet, p. 217.
16 Cf. F. Adcock, CAH IV, p. 60.
17 AP, 26.2, 47.I; cf. [Xenophon], Ath. Pol., 1.2. See Gernet, pp. 219-220; J. Holladay, "The Followers of
Peisistratus,"Greeceand Rome 24, 1977 (pp. 40-56), pp. 53-54.
18
Sealey, "Regionalism,"(pp. 33-34) attemptsto see in the agroikoi,whom he equates with the geomoroiof
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a parvenu Pentekosiomedimnoshave been termed an aypoLKoS9 (boor)? Yet even if one ignores the differing prestige of the three names, one is still forcedto agree with Gernet that it
is difficult to differentiatea Eupatrid from a rich agroikos,as both will have dependedon
agricultural production for their wealth.19 Because the agricultural Eupatrids and the
equally agriculturalagroikoi are in fact distinguished,the compromiserepresentedby the
10-archontessystem was not intended to change the calculationof income (to include nonagricultural sources) for establishing census rating.20It is also unlikely that there were
enough rich demiourgoito make differentiatingthem from the farmers worthwhile. Thus,
the purpose of the 10-archontessystem does not appear to have been either to change how
census ratings were calculatedor to open the archonshipto more census classes.
I offer as an alternativethe idea that the 10-archontessystem was designed by those to
whom social gradations based on wealth were less significant than distinctions based on
inherited status and whose attention was focused on differencesin status between groups
rather than between individuals.We do not know how wealthy the 3 agroikoior 2 demiourgoi were, because this was not one of the most important factors in their selection. The
relative wealth of each of the archontesmight not have been importantto the designers of
the system, if the archonteswere consideredrepresentativesof their socio-economicgroups,
rather than magistrates representing the whole community in a plutocratic system. The
poverty of agroikoi relative to Eupatrids was already accountedfor by their possession of
only 3 of the archontes,despite their numbers.21The election of lower-class archons does
not amount to the same thing as participation of those with modest fortunes in a college,
especially when collegial office held by the relatively poor was their only protectionagainst
political and economicexploitation by the rich.
Just as the division of the archontesinto the three groups is incommensurablewith the
Solonian census system, it is also irreconcilablewith the main tradition of terminology on
conflict in 6th-century Attica. In AP, I3.2, eupatridai,agroikoi,and demiourgoiappear to
be groups contesting political power. Yet in AP, I3.4 the factions are regional groups (cf.
Herodotos,I.59.3). Moreover,theAP seesthe Soloniancrisisas precipitatedby the aggrandizement of the gnorimoi (notables;see below, p. 459). These conflictingdata regardingthe
AP, fr. 2, and in the demiourgoithe names of magistratesin once independentthirds of Attica whose inhabitants composedthe regional parties of the post-Solonianperiod. While demiourgoscan be a magistrate'sname,
it is unattested in Attica (K. Murakawa, "Demiurgos," Historia 6, 1957 [pp. 385-415], pp. 388-394;
L. H. Jeffery, "Demiourgoiin the Archaic Period,"ArchCl 25-26, 1973-1974, pp. 319-330). Moreover,the
equation of agroikoiwith bothgeorgoi and geomoroiis disturbing,becauseit ignoresthe evaluativenuances of
the three terms. The name agroikoifor a boardof magistratesseems unlikely. The parallel of aristocraticelites
called geomoroi or gamoroi elsewhere is invalid, since it is always a name for the social group providingofficials and never for the officialsthemselves.The geomoroi(or gamoroi) providethe membersof the Council at
Samos and Syracuse (see below, pp. 462-463), but the Council is never called Geomoroi(or Gamoroi). Cf.
Sealey, "Eupatridai,"pp. 39-41; Mosse, op. cit. (footnote9 above), pp. 406-407. See also Roebuck, pp. 486,
492-493 for the similar view that the geomoroiand demiourgoi,both agriculturalgroups, are local notables,
differentiatedby the time at which their home villages were settled.
19
Cf. Gernet, p. 220.
20
Gernet, pp. 222-223.
21 Even if formerhektemoroiwere excluded from the agroikoiwho contributedarchontesto the board,there
were still probably enough smallholderswho had been independenteven before Solon to have outnumbered
the Eupatrids. See below, pp. 463, 470-471.
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10-archontessystem are aspects of a single phenomenon,namely that the recordof political

conflictis written by its victors. The stasis of 6th-centuryAthens was won in the first place
by Peisistratos, who became tyrant, and secondarily by the Paralioi, since the fall of the
tyranny and the Kleisthenic reforms were their eventual vindication.22The 10-archontes
system exemplifies a traditionof political analysis relatively unimportantin later Athenian
political terminologyand historiography.
A TRIPARTITE ATHENIAN SOCIETY
Since the 10-archontessystem did not embody the Solonian census system, it was then
an attempt to supersedeSolon's dispositionswith a new order based on a tripartitedivision
of society.23Such an attempt so soon after the reforms suggests that its initiators should be
sought among the enemies of Solon's reforms.24They were later associatedwith the Pedieis
(Plutarch,Solon, I3.2) or Pedionpartyof Lykourgos(AP, I3.4) andshallbe calledby these
names,faute de mieux, although the activitiesof the Pedieis beforeca. 570 are unattested.25
To determinewhether the three-fold division of the 10-archontessystem is connectedwith
opponents of Solon and other demotikoi(populist) political figures entails an investigation
of other passages where a tripartitesociety, dividedinto socio-functionalgroups, is posited.
For our purposes, the most importantof these passages are AP, frs. 2 and 3 (Kenyon).26In
fr. 3, the Athenianplethos is dividedinto georgoi and demiourgoi.27A system is established
of 4 tribes, each subdividedinto 3 trittyes or phratries,with 30 gene to each trittys/phratry
and 30 men to each genos. Wade-Gery suggested that this system was put in place by Ion
and emendedby Theseus (cf. AP, 41 .2).28 Fr. 2 relates the synoikismosof Attica by Theseus
wherein he distinguishedthe Eupatrids from the rest of the population and establishedthe
social functionsof the geomoroi(agriculturalists)and the demiourgoi.In Kenyon'sfr. 2, it is
probable that only the idea of Theseus as the initiator of the evolution toward democracy,
specifically attributedto Aristotle, is from the AP.29 Therefore, one should be reluctant to
claim the authorityof Aristotle or of any memberof his schoolon the historicityof the other
data presented in the fragment. In other words, the account of the synoecism of Attica in
22
Any interpretationof the 10-archontessystem must be reconcilablewith the motives for post-Solonian
civil strife in the AP (I3.3): 1) the abolitionof debts;2) the magnitudeof the constitutionalchange;3) philonikia or rivalry.
23 For a discussion of the alternativeview that the 10-archontessystem, as a revision of the procedurefor
sortitionof the archons,was in support of the Solonian reforms,see the Appendix.
24
See J. E. Sandys, Aristotle'sConstitutionof the Athenians, 2nd ed., London 1912, p. 53.
25 On the nameof the faction:Herodotos,
1.59.3: O'(K Toi rTebOV 'AO?)vaioL;AP, 13.4; Aristotle,Politics,
1305a5-6: TEbLaKoL; Suda, s.v. 7rapa\oL: IT8ebaELoL. See R. J. Hopper, "'Plain', 'Shore', and 'Hill' in Early
Athens,"BSA 56, 1961 (pp. 189-219), pp. 194-196.
26 Fr. 2 = Plutarch, Theseus, 25; fr. 3 = Scholia Plato, Axiochos,371D; Lexicon of Demosthenesof Patmos
(Sakkelion),s.v. yEvv-rcua;Harpokration,Suda, s.v. TpLTTVv (partial);cf. Harpokration,Suda, s.v. yevvij'rat.
27 G. Kaibel and U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (AristotelisI1OAITEIA AOHNAIQN, 3rd ed., Berlin
1898, p. 86) add eupatridai to georgoi and demiourgoiwithout justification. Cf. A. W. Gomme, "The New
Teubner AOHNAlQN HIOAITEIA,"CR 42,1928 (pp. 224-226), p. 226.
28 Wade-Gery, pp. 88-90.
29 Kaibel and Wilamowitz, op. cit. (footnote 27 above), fr. 2; H. Oppermann, Aristotelis:AOHNAIQ2N
I1OAITEIA, 2nd ed., Stuttgart 1961, fr. 4, p. 100. See Hammond, pp. 107-108, note 4 and footnote30 below.
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fr. 2, although traditional,need not representan especiallyauthoritativeaccountin Atthidographic tradition.30
Many objectionscan be raised against these descriptionsas accurateportrayalsof prehistoric political orders. Both posit basic institutions createdby fiat by a single nomothetes.
Rather, tribes and gene (at least) evolvedorganically,and the political system accommodated them as pre-existing entities. Against a backgroundof low population and unsettled
habitation it is hard to believe that inheritabilityof status was high, a prerequisite for the
social orders envisagedin the fragments.Although these polities cannot belong to the Dark
Age, one could argue that they existed in the early Archaic period and were retrojectedto
the time of Theseus and Ion. It can be shown, however, that much of the system in fr. 3
never existed. The equation of trittys and phratry is disturbing. Twelve phratries for all
Attica seems too few. As thirds of tribes, it is hard to understandhow trittyes could be the
same as smaller, perhaps closer-knit phratries.31The high number of gene per phratry is
surprising and clashes with prevailing interpretationsof the relationship between phratry
and genos.32 To maintain 30 adult males for each genos is biologicallyimpossible,33and the
system gives the improbably high number of 10,800 for the total manpower of Dark
Age/early Archaic Athens. Also, with nearly the entire population engaged in agriculture,
it is hard to envisage conditions under which a legislator would separate the demiourgoi.
Finally, the whole, all too neat system is explicitly comparedto the seasons and months of
the year, which condemnsit as abstractspeculation.34
In fr. 2 (Plutarch, Theseus, 25.2), Theseus makes the Eupatrids controllersof ta theia,
providers of the archontes,didaskaloiof the laws, and exegetai of religion. The geomoroz
and demiourgoiwere made equal by Theseus. The Eupatridsexcel "byreputation"(od61),
the geomoroi "by usefulness"(xpet'a),and the demiourgoi"by numbers"(WrAOEt).The attributes of the farmers and craftsmen are incongruous;one would suspect that they have
been transposedwere it not for a parallel in the 10-archontessystem (see below, pp. 462463, 470-471). By itself, the division of society into farmers and craftsmenis merely crude
sociology and serves no specific political or social policy. The existence of a tripartiteAthenian society, composedof three castes, depends on our interpretationof the best attested of
the "castes",the Eupatrids. Is it, then, possiblethat the Eupatridswere a juridically discrete
30Atthis,pp. 247-248, note 49.
31

Rhodes, pp. 68-70.

32

IG 112, 1237, as interpretedby Wade-Gery, "Studiesin the Structureof Attic Society:I. Demotionidai,"

Essays in Greek History, pp. 116-134 ( = CQ 25, 1931, pp. 129-143). See also W. Thompson, "An Interpretation of the 'Demotionid' Decrees," SymbOslo 42, 1968, pp. 51-68. Cf. Aischines, 2.X47; also Isaios,
7.I5-I7; [Demosthenes], 59.57-6i; Demosthenes, 57.67; LSCG, Suppl., no. 19; on all of which see A. Andrewes, "Philochoroson Phratries,"JHS 81, 1961, pp. 1-1 5.
33 Cf. Oliver, pp. 30-38, who would dissociatethese gene from the familial gene and make of them military
subdivisionslike the hetaireiaiof other Archaic cities. Such gene would have been weakened by the reduction
to serfdomof their membersin the successionof events leading up to the Solonian crisis.
34 Hignett, pp. 47-50. The artificiality of the system has led some to suggest that the AP reported rather
than endorsedit (e.g., K. von Fritz and E. Kapp, Aristotle'sConstitutionof Athens and Related Texts, New
York 1950, p. 209; R. Weil, "Philosophieet histoire:la vision de l'histoire chez Aristote,"Entretiens Fondation Hardt XI, Geneva 1964 [pp. 161-189], pp. 164-165). Rhodes suspects subsequent elaboration
(pp. 70-71).
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group, a caste whose rights were recognized,if not by Theseus, at least in the late 7th century? This view has been argued forcefully by Wade-Gery.3sTo him, the Eupatrids monopolized major political office as did Roman patricians before the Licinio-Sextian Rogations. Eupatrid privilegesin Athenian cult after Solon were a vestige of this monopoly.Nevertheless, the evidence does not authorize such a conclusion. As will be seen, the social
system of Theseus outlined in fr. 2 is not an accuraterepresentationof ArchaicAthens. It is
rather a construct which combines features of reality with a polemical interpretation of
Attic society proposedby those who desiredthe establishmentof an oligarchy.
THE ATHENIAN EUPATRIDS
ARCHAIC USAGE

In orderto investigatethe existence of a Eupatrid caste, it will be necessaryto trace the
history of the term eupatrides.In the sense of aristocratic,that is, anti-tyrannical,the term
eupatrides is the converse of kakopatrides, attested earlier than eupatrides in Alkaios

(frs. 67, 75, 348 [Lobel-Page]), who uses it of Pittakos, and of kakopatrisin Theognis
(v. 193). Neither word is a term of a legal characterbut rathera partisanjibe. The two early
uses of eupatridesat Athens bear a similar connotation.Chairion, an Athenian, is described
as of the eupatridaion a tombstoneat Eretria.36He seems to have been the same man who,
as a tamias of Athena, made a dedication on the Akropolis ca. 550 (DAA, no. 330 = I

2,

467). The unique emphasis on Chairion'sderivationfrom the eupatridaiin the absenceof a
patronymic on his tombstone should be juxtaposed with the fact of his burial at Eretria.
Such a burial suggests his exile at the hands of the Peisistratids.In exile, Chairion stresses
his derivationfrom the eupatridai,just as Alkaios railed from exile against the kakopatrides
Pittakos. It is reasonableto concludethat eupatrideson the tombstoneassigns its recipientto
some segment of the anti-tyrannicalelite. The name of his father may be restoredfrom his
dedication as either Klei[dikos] or Klei[demos]. The name Kleidikos may appear in the
family of Alkibiades (Demosthenes, 57.42, 44). It is striking that the term eupatrides, used
by Isokrates (i6.25) with such emphasis about Alkibiades, appears first in associationwith
a possible relative. Chairion'sson, Alkimachos,dedicateda statue of his father as tamias ca.
520 and described himself as Ero-dobe 7rarposhivs'(son of a good [noble] father; DAA,
no. 6 = IG 12, 663). This dedicationwas probablymade during the reconciliationbetween
the sons of Peisistratosand membersof the aristocracyafter Peisistratos'death (attestedby
the list of archonsfrom the 520's [SEG X, 352]). Alkimachosemphasizedhis father'soffice
(by the erectionof a statue depictinghim as a treasurer)and his own claim to an aristocratic
backgroundthrough his "noblefather",a phrase functionally equivalent to the eupatridai
on his father'stombstoneand clearly not legal in character.
The second early occurrenceof the term is in the skolion commemoratingthe anti35Wade-Gery, pp. 108-110; see also J. H. Oliver, "The Reforms of Cleisthenes," Historia 9, 1960,
pp. 503-507. Rhodes believes the Eupatrids were nobiles, not patricii, but also believes that the AP shows
them as an "order"and "caste"which monopolized office before Solon (pp. 74-76, 78-79, 98). Roebuck
(pp. 485-493) sees them as an aristocracywhose rootsgo backto the Mycenaeanperiodbut which solidifiedin
the 8th century. Cf. Sealey, "Regionalism,"pp. 30-34.
36IG XII, 9, 296. See DAA, pp. 10-12, 364-365; J. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied Families: 600300 B.C., Oxford 1971, pp. 12-15.
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Peisistratidfighterswho fell at Leipsydrion.Here, Leipsydrionis cursedas the destroyerof
men who are pd'Xeo-at ayaOovs'TEKatevrarpt'bas, (both good at fighting and noble; AP,
19.3 = fr. 907 [Page]). To oppose Peisistratos was on this account the correct stance of a
eupatrides, suggesting that the word by this time had taken on the partisan meaning of
merely anti-Peisistratid. We may note Isokrates' emphasis on the exile of the Eupatrid
ancestorof Alkibiades during the Peisistratidtyranny and the same man's role in expelling

the tyrantsin conjunctionwith the Alkmaionids(I6.25-27).

The polemicaltone of Chai-

rion's tombstoneand of the Leipsydrionskolion, seen in their historical context, is at odds
with a juridical class of Eupatrids, unless one supposes that all families that had produced
archonsbefore 594/3 were anti-Peisistratid,except for Peisistratos'own family.
The evidence on how magistrateswere chosen before 500 is consonantwith this interpretationof the Archaic valence of eupatrides.It does not support the existence of a Eupatrid caste.37AP, i.I reports that the Kylonians were tried beforejudges chosen "by merit"
(aptrrtov8rv).In Archaic Greece, however, wealth along with birth was always a prerequisite for membershipin the elite, and by itself wealth offereda presumptionof elite status
(cf. Solon, fr. 14 [West]). So AP, 3.I and 3.6 say that before Drako archonswere chosen "by
merit and by wealth" (apL-rTL'v8Jrv
Pollux has the ephetai chosen "by
KaAL7r?ovrTLv87v).
merit" (apto-TLv'8'qv:
but has abbreviatedhis Atthidographicsource(s), which had
VIII.125)
"distinguishedboth by wealth and by sound character"(KaL TrAot-X KaL /38L'(To4pOVLbLa4epovrwv: Philochoros, FGrHist, 328, F 20; cf. Androtion, FGrHist, 342, F 4). Later in
the same passage, the Areopagitesare those excelling "byfamily, wealth, and good (useful)
character"(ye'vet, 7r?o1rw, and ,3t%Xphr1rT). The republicationof Drako's homicide law
(409/8) has the ephetai chosen "by merit" (aptrrt'vzJlvl:

Meiggs-Lewis, no. 86, line 19).

There are, then, apparentlythree qualificationsfor office:membershipin the elite (apt-nr'vand character(,8t'os,o-d.4pwv or Xp-r0Ts). That Aristotle uses
8,qv), wealth (7rovrt'v8,v),
the phrase "notonly aristindenbut also ploutinden"of the Carthaginianssuggeststhe possibility that selection aristinden and ploutinden could be contrasted or at least juxtaposed
(Politics, I272a23-24). Aristotle also contrasts those chosen aristinden with those chosen
from the tuchonton(ordinarypeople). It is certain that personal qualities are included here
could
(cf. Politics, 1272b35-37). It is hardlysurprising,then, that the word apta-rt'zhrbv
mean choosing by personal excellence, as in Plato's Laws (855c6-DI; cf. Theopompos,
FGrHist, 115, F 224; also Aristotle's true aristocracy:Politics, I293 bI O-I I). Moreover,
even when aristinden stands alone, we cannot be certain that it is not a synecdochefor the
three qualifications (Polybios, vi.iO.9). Thus in Archaic Athens, hereditary nobility (like
that of Wade-Gery's Eupatrid caste) would not usually have been by itself sufficient to
ensure access to office.
CLASSICAL USAGE

In the Classical period, in tragedy,eupatridesand relatedterms denote someoneof aristocraticbirth.38As a term of political or social approbation,eupatridesstressesthe inherited
Cf. Hammond, pp. 107-115.
See, e.g., Sophokles,Electra, i 62, 859, Io8i?; Euripides, Hippolytos, 852, I283; Iphigenia at AIus, I077;
Alkestis, 920; Ion, I 073.
37

38
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characterof the behaviorof the subjectof praise (Alkibiades:Isokrates, I 6.25; Kallias:Xenophon, Symposium, VIII.40). The honorific sense of eupatridesmakes it difficult to determine the precise range to which the term could be applied. Isokrates has Alkibiades descendedfrom the eupatridaion one side and the Alkmaionidson the other, which suggests,if
not a genos called Eupatridai (balancingthe family of the Alkmaionids),at least the arrogation of the term eupatridaifor a particularfamily or group of families. Isokrates'distinction
between Eupatrids and Alkmaionids suggests that the latter, however eminent, were not
clearly associatedwith the Eupatrids in his mind. This distinctionwould not prevail if the
Eupatrids were merely the political caste monopolizing office before Solon, since such a
caste would have to include the Alkmaionids,who providedpre-Solonianarchons.Furthermore, Wade-Gery observes that Alkibiades probably belonged to the genos of the Salaminioi.39That Alkibiades could be both a Eupatrid and a Salaminios is difficult to reconcile
with the existence of a Eupatrid caste. Membership in the Salaminioi ought to have signified incorporationinto Attic society from Salamis (perhaps a historical event of the late 7th
century), an event happening after Theseus on any reckoning.One might dispute the historicity of the origin of the Salaminioibeing Salamis or argue against a date before 550 for this
origin. Yet by definition aristocratic Salaminioi cannot have been ennobled by Theseus,
because his reign precedesthe Athenian date for the cessionof Salamis to Athens by Eurysakes. And so when Isokratesspoke of Alkibiades'eupatridaiancestors,he was hardly thinking of a caste createdby Theseus.
Wealth was also an importantprerequisitefor anyone's claim to be eupatrides.Alexis,
a dramatistof Middle Comedy (active from ca. 350), commentssarcasticallyon wealth and
status (fr. 90 from the Thebaioi[Kock]):
foTrLV ofE

7Toa7ros.to yeVos, ovros.;
B. 7Tr?oV'1o0.

aa-ALv
be 7TravcEs,
evyEvEO-raTovs
TovTrovs,
ELvaL' 7TrE7Tas

8' Ev7raTrpLbas,oV 8EALSop'a.

For Alexis, a question about genos (extraction) should be answered with an observation
about wealth. For him, everyone concedesthat the rich are well born; no one perceives a
poor person to be a Eupatrid. In contrast, poor patricians were commonplaceat Rome.
There were, of course, poor men in Attica who were known to have had prominent ancestors and who thereby may have been Eupatrids. Yet Alexis seems to be telling us that
such Eupatrids were vulnerable to doubts as to their rank if they did not have wealth.
Alexis' evidence,then, tells against a Eupatrid "caste",with legally recognizedrights, in the
4th century,earlier than the testimoniaused by Wade-Gery to prove its existence.
Considernow two passages wherein Wade-Gery thought that genos must mean "caste",
a definitionnecessaryin order to attributeto "Eupatrids"of the Classical period their residual religious rights. [Plutarch], Moralia, 834B states that Hellanikos believed Andokides
was of the genos (caste) of the Eupatrids (FGrHist, 323a, F 24) but also belonged to the
genos (clan) of the Kerykes. Polemon speaks of a sacrifice forbidden to the genos of the
Eupatrids (Scholia Sophokles, Oidipos Koloneus, 489). To Wade-Gery genos means
39

Plato, Alkibiades,I 2IA; Plutarch, Alkibiades,i.

I;

Scholia Pindar, Nemean, 2.

I 9.

See Wade-Gery, p. 111.
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"caste",not "clan"in Hellanikos.i0 But to havegenos mean sometimes"clan"and sometimes
"caste"gives the surprising result of a term with two very different technical definitions.
Even more striking is the appearanceof the word in each of its technical meanings in succeedingclauses in [Plutarch].The passage in the Moralia, however,is garbledand probably
incorrectabout Andokides'membership in the Kerykes.41Hellanikos may have observed
that Andokideswas of a yE'vovs [rTv] E&7rarpt&5v (of [the] Eupatrids), i.e., "of an aristocratic clan",just as Xenophon describedKallias of the Kerykesas a Eupatrid.
The passage in Polemon also seemed to Wade-Gery to provide informationabout the
technical definition(s) of the term genos. He says that the genos of the eupatridai is forbidden to share a sacrificewhich the genos (clan) of the Hesychidai conducts.His phrasing
seems to suggest a clan called the eupatridai,as some have thought (see below, footnote45).
But if, like Wade-Gery, one does not accept a "clan"of the eupatridai,one might posit that
genos means "caste".Yet a widely acceptedemendationof this passage changes ro be
v
yWvos
Ev7raTpL8v
oY v uTE)XEL Ts1 ovtasg TaVTq ... to ... yEV0os? rETXEL....42 In this
case, the phrase ro b rTv Ev7rarpL8CfvyEvos0stands for the Hesychidai and means "genosof
the nobility".The emendationhas the attractionof removingthe problemsof why it should
have been necessaryto stipulate that a sacrificeassignedto one genos was not to be sharedby
others, when such sharing is exceptional, and why the genos of the Hesychidai were not
consideredEupatrids. Yet if one is still reluctant to explain away Polemon'sgenos of the
Eupatrids by such a simplification,a translation "lineage"for genos is possible, if the scholion is not emended, and takes on plausibility from the uses of eupatrideswhich are to be
discussednow.
LATE CLASSICAL, HELLENISTIC, AND ROMAN USAGE

Delphic inscriptions mention exegetai ex eupatridonand theoroiex eupatrid5n.43Although it has been argued that these eupatridaiare the caste of Eupatrids,44the formula fe
fvwrarpt8 is equivalent to phrases in the form 4e + name of genos (clan) (e.g., Kerykes).
This equation seems superficiallyto argue that these eupatridaiare a genos (clan).45One of
these eupatridai, however, is elsewhere attributed to another genos. 6 The formula 4
EvwaTpJ8i^Vis, therefore, a shorthandexpression connotingmembershipin the religiously
active Athenian upper class. The same terminology appears in Attic inscriptions of the
Roman period. One, a funerary inscription from the end of the 2nd century after Christ,
Wade-Gery, pp. 108-11 0.
Jacoby, FGrHist, Kommentar3b (Suppl.), I, p. 53.
42
G. Herrmann, "AeschylosEumeniden,"Opuscula,Leipzig 1835, VI, ii, p. 118; cf. K. 0. Muller, Fragmenta historicorumgraecorum III, Paris 1883, pp. 130-131; L. Preller, Polemonis Perigetae: Fragmenta,
Leipzig 1838, p. 92. Cf. V. De Marco (Scholia in Sophoclis Oedipum Coloneum, Rome 1952, p. 31) who
shows no awareness of the emendation.
43 E.g., SIG3, 773 (1st centuryB.C.) = FdD III, ii, no. 59; SIG3, 711 (end of 2nd centuryB.C.) = FdD III, ii,
no. 13. Cf. FdD III, ii, nos. 7, 61-64.
44 A. W. Persson,Die Exegeten und Delphi, Lund University Xrsskriftn.f. I, xiv, fasc. 22, 1918, pp. 12-17;
cf. Wade-Gery, p. 108.
45 J. Toepifer, "EYHIATPIzAI," Hermes 22, 1887, pp. 479-483.
46 G. Daux, Delphe au IIe et au jer siecle, Paris 1936, pp. 551-554; Daux supportsthis conclusionby arguments based on the organizationof the inscriptions.
40
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contains the expressions Ee v'7raTpL& v and

7Trpoyvots

KaL yEVEL

Ev7carpTJov

(IG 112,

7447). The two phrases have approximatelythe same meaning, and progonoissuggests that
genos cannot mean "caste"but refers to the noble family of the honorand's father, an
exegete.
The first appearance of the term ex eupatridon is in a context where it cannot mean
Eupatrid caste. A scholion on Dionysius the Areopagite (Patrologia Graeca Iv.I6-I7
[Migne]) cites both Androtion (FGrHist, 324, F 4) and Philochoros (FGrHist, 328, F 20)
on the ephetai. The scholion is garbled, since it first has the Areopagus choose the ephetai
from the archonsand then seems to equate the Areopaguswith the 51 ephetai.47The ephetai are to be chosen To7Y f v',arp
pV (except [those?]from eupatrids). Hammond observes that the formula disproves Wade-Gery's idea of the Eupatrids monopolizing office
before Solon.48If non-Eupatrids staff the ephetai, then many archons (future Areopagites)
would not have been Eupatrids. Unfortunately, there is no certain date for the procedure
describedby the Atthidographers.If it was Solonian (as Jacoby conjectures),the Areopagites under considerationwould be mainly pre-Solonian ex-archons. Hammond suggests
that the eupatridaiforbiddenparticipationwere involvedin purificatory,rituals and so unsuited to judge in murdertrials. The phrase ex eupatridonin the scholion is used in a fashion similar to that on the later Delphic and Attic inscriptionsto mean aristocratsprominent
in religious activity. Thus, the formula may be relatively late (e.g., from Philochoros?,an
exegetes [FGrHist, 328, T 2] or a mantis/hieroskopos [T 1]). It is doubtful that everyone
who, during the 6th century, would describe himself as a eupatrides for political reasons
(like Chairion) was barredfrom the ephetai in the original law. The law perhaps listed the
gene or priesthoodsinvolvedor describedtheir functions. Later, with many old gene extinct
or no longer functioning ritually, the formula ex eupatridoncame into use. The phrase ex
eupatridonis merely shorthandfor denotingmembershipin the religiously active Athenian
elite.
In the same spirit, we find in Pollux 4vXoVao-LXELs' E Ev 7raTpJiCA)v (vIII.I II). Dorotheos of Askalon (reign of Tiberius) said that a particularritual was written among Ta TCAv
EV7raTpLicAv7rarpLa, the ancestral rites of the Eupatrids, perhaps in a work of the same
name (Athenaeus,Ix.4I OA). Georgius Syncellus speaksof the eponymousarchonschosenex
eupatridon (Chronographia, p. 400, lines 2-3 [Niebuhr]). All these eupatridai are merely
upper-class Athenians. That, so many centuries afterward, each one could prove that his
title to be eupatrideswent back to Theseus (or was even pre-Solonian)and that other prominent men, who could not, were not called eupatridaiand were thereby banned from priesthoods is inconceivable.These Eupatrids fulfilled some common-sensecriterionfor bearing
the title, just as the gennaios of Plato's Theaitetos (I 74E), who based his claim on his ability
to name seven wealthy ancestors,was "noble".
The term eupatrideswas therefore used in the 6th century in self-descriptionsby the
anti-Peisistratid elite. In the Classical period, it served as an honorific term for those of
inherited wealth and prominence. Thereafter, the term eupatridai stood for upper-class
Athenians, especially those involved in traditional cults. Although this meaning is best
47
48

Jacoby, FGrHist, Kommentar3b (Suppl.), I, pp. 113-114.
Hammond, pp. 107-108 with note 4.
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attested at Hellenistic Delphi and in the Roman period, it may appear as early as Philochoros. The connotationto be given to eupatridesin AP, I3.2 and related texts is naturally
nearest to its use in the grave inscriptionof Chairion and in the Leipsydrionskolion. I shall
argue, however, that in AP, I3.2 and elsewhere eupatrideshad an even narrower, partisan
connotation,one that expresseda claim to membershipin a closedoligarchyto be dominated
by the Pedion party.
It may also be concluded that no Eupatrid caste ever existed in Athens. The 10-archontes system with half its places guaranteed to Eupatrids is not in whole or in part a
recreationof the pre-Solonian constitutionalorder. While Solon's census system by its nature opened participationto any with the requisite census rating and so broadenedaccessto
office, nothing indicates that non-Eupatrids (i.e., those not recognized universally to be
eupatridaiby other self-professedEupatrids) had been kept from power like the plebians at
Rome or that a group of families had been holding office exclusively. Note that the economically exploitative group in the AP and in the poems of Solon on which it is based are
the gnorimoi, not the Eupatrids (AP, 2.I, 5.I, 6.2[?], I I.2; cf. I6.9, 28.2, 34.3). If wealthy
non-Eupatrids held hektemoroi,as the use of the term gnorimoi suggests, it would be most
surprising if they lacked access in soine degree to political power.
Solon's installation of a census system governing access to office was from this perspective a conservativemeasure, inasmuch as it reaffirmedan earlier dispensationon office
holding in the face of somegnorimoi, styling themselvesEupatrids,who sought to introduce
restrictionsbased on the criterion of heredity. At the same time, Solon broke new ground.
Previously, achievementof the right to stand for office was probablya part of the political
process, involving matters like patronage or populist agitation, so that not every wealthy
Athenian would in practicebe eligible. Solon made access to office a part of the framework
of political life, i.e., a feature of the "rules of the game," rather than of the "play of the
game." Consequently, the upwardly mobile, the marginal aristocrats,and the prominent
men of the Attic countrysidecould now redeploy advantageouslyresources freed from the
task of achieving eligibility for office.
THE AGROIKOI
AND DEMIOURGOI

While eupatridesis a term of socio-politicalapprobation,more or less exclusive, agroikos and, perhaps, demiourgos,the terms for the other groups in the 10-archontessystem,
suggest contempt.The use of agroikosin Dionysios of Halikarnassos (for the enactmentsof
Romulus based on Greek precedent)to refer to a group without political power seems to set
up the dichotomy:Eupatrids = privileged/political class and agroikoi= dependent, agricultural class (ii.8.i). A more neutral term would have been agroiotes (cf. Odyssey XI.293),
which Hesychios glosses as agroikosand explains as a genos ( = social group?) at Athens,
that of the georgoi. It is significantthat he describesthe agroiotaias opposed (antidiestellon)
to the Eupatrids. Perhaps it is only by virtue of this opposition to the Eupatrids that the
agriculturalists became the genos of agroikoi and not georgoi or agroiotai. An agroikos

indicates an uncultured rustic or boor (and by extension any rude person), as do its
derivatives.49While agroikos and related terms can be used without a clear intent to
Aristophanes, Knights, 41, 317; Wasps,

1320;

Clouds, 47 (f.43),628,646,

1457; Ekklesiazonssai, 279;
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insult,50it never conveys a high evaluation. The agroikosas a man lacking educationand a
facility for social intercourseseems an odd choiceto denominatea group sharingthe archonship. The term demiourgosusually has a neutral colorationbut can also be equatedwith the
later and always negative banausos.5' Plato, in the Republic, and Hippodamos, as quoted
by Aristotle, use the more neutral technitai in their tripartite systems. Paradoxically, although the language of AP, I3.2 is the most elitist, when comparedwith other systems, the
system which it describesis the most liberal of the tripartite systems inasmuch as non-elite
membersof the communityare admittedto the highest circles of authority. These observations are substantiatedwhen the data on tripartite systems are presented in tabular form
(see the following Table).
Table: Tripartite Systems
AP, fr. 2 (Thesean system)

eupatridai

geomoroi

demiourgoi

AP, fr. 3 (Ion's system?)

-----

georgoi

demiourgoi

AP,

eupatridai

agroikoi

demiourgoi

hieropoioilphylakes

georgoi

demiourgoi

Plato, Timaios, 24A-B
(Athens: 10,000 B.C.)

hieres/machimoi
(two separategene)

nomes, thereutes,

demiourgoi

Plato, Kritias, IIOC, II2B
(primitive Athens)

machimoi

ro 10os07rEpLrT1v

(cf. Diodorus Siculus, 1.28.4-5)

13.2

Strabo,

(10 archontes)

VIII.7.I

(c383)

(bioi [lifestyles]:primitive Athens)

Plato, Republic, 369C-376,

georgoi

{K

4I5A

demiourgoi

rTs yij rpoqniv

phylakes

georgoi

technitai
demiourgoi

ta hopla echontes

georgoi

technitai

(sometimes schematized
into 3 groups)
Hippodamos
(Aristotle, Politics, I268ai6-20;
1267b30-33)

Ploutos, 705; Isokrates, 5.82; Plato, Gorgias, 46IC6; Republic, 560D5,6o7B4; Symposium, c94C; Theaitetos,
146A6, B2; Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, 1104a24, 108a26, 1128a9, I151b13; Theophrastos, Characters, 4.
0Aristophanes, Acharnians, 371, 674; Birds, 230; Peace, 595, ii85. Note that Aristophanes adopts the

stance of an inhabitant of the ch5ra in confrontationwith the asty and its preoccupations.
II Hesychios, s.v. jplstoVpyos';Diodorus Siculus, 1.28.5. See Gernet, p. 220, note 1.
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Thus, we seem to have propoundeda paradox.The notice in the AP on the 10 archontes
is to be tracedbackto a notationon the archonlist. Yet the termagroikoiseems inappropriate
to an official document. If, however, the primitive characterof record keeping in Archaic
Athens is remembered,a solution to this dilemma is possible. The archon list was updated
annually, it is thought under the directionof the eponymousarchon, in whose care the list
resided. Clearly, all 10 of the archontescould not have had the list in their possession.Since
the Eupatrids made up the majorityof the archontesand may have had the most experience
in Athenian traditionsof recordkeeping, we should look to one of the Eupatridarchontesas
the authorof the note on the archonlist. Insteadof describingthe agroikoias they themselves
might have wished, he could not resist indulging in a partisan slur.
THE ARCHONTES AND LATER THEORY
On the basis of the similarity between philosophicalconstructswith tripartite division and
the 10-archontessystem, Gernet rejectedthe notice of the AP as late theorizing.52Yet several salient featuresof AP, I 3.2 (and to a lesser extent frs. 2 and 3) clearly separateit from the
philosophicalconstructs:
1) In the 10-archontes system all the social divisions share not only citizenship but
political power. Outside the 10-archontessystem, the agroikoiare not a political class. Plato's phylakes and georgoi in the Republic illustrate well the philosophical distinction between a politically active elite and politically passive agriculturalists.Dionysios of Halikarnassos, drawing on similar material for a comparisonof early Rome and primitive Athens,
states that the agroikoidid not at first participatein political life.53
2) In 5th- and 4th-centurytheories,the group with political leadership(not the agroikoi
or demiourgoi)embodiesthe military functionof the community(phylakes and machimoi).
Yet it is hard to believe that the agroikoi and demiourgoi of AP, I3.2 were not armed, since
they providedmagistrates,and their membersof the zeugite census (at least) were armed in
the Solonian system. The geomoroi of AP, fr. 2 are explicitly said to have been armed
according to Diodorus Siculus, I.28.4-5, a collateral passage derived from the same
tradition.
3) While the Eupatrids may have been envisagedas aristocraticfighters and as priests
(making them like hieres of Platonic theory), it is their hereditary status which is emphasized in the AP. Plato's detailed reconstructionof the demographyof a tripartite society in
the Republic accommodatesupward and downward mobility in a way foreign to the Eupatrids of fr. 2, a hereditaryorder created by Theseus. Those Eupatrids are a genetic entity,
whose recruitmentwas only through inheritance.The political elites of the theoreticalsystems are not equivalent, since they are functionalgroups whose recruitmentmust be in part
non-biological.
4) Moreover, it is unique that in the 10-archontessystem an arithmeticvalue is given to
the participationof the three groups with a ratio of 2.5:1.5:1.
See Gernet, p. 226, who suggests Kritias, in his lost Constitutionof the Athenians, as the source. The
emphasis, however, on the hereditary quality of the groups clashes with the plutocraticand oligarchic emphases of Kritias' known political activity.
53 II.8.i; cf. AP, fr. 2; Hesychios, s.v. a'ypow'raL.
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5) At times, the tripartite system tended to be resolved into four castes or orders, as in
Strabo and in Plato's Timaios. This division appears to be a philosophical elaboration of
traditional ideas, one based on a theoreticaldistinctionbetween warriors and priests.
6) Finally, the 10-archontessystem differs from later theorizing in that it uses terms
with positive and negative connotationswhich distortand obscurethe political and military
functionsof the groups involved.
The tripartite division of society is not in itself a piece of sophisticatedanalysis, awaiting discoveryby a Hippodamos, let alone a Plato or an Aristotle.54The ease with which
thinkers adopted a tripartite classificationsuggests that it was traditional long before the
end of the 5th century. Plato, describingthe social order of primitive Athens in the Kritias,
states that Attica included the Megarid, which suggests that he has reworkedold Athenian
oligarchic traditions such as those informing Plutarch, Theseus, 25 (see below, pp. 462466). If the 10-archontessystem, therefore, has a theoretical air to it, it is not necessarily
that of philosophical thinking, but merely of the practical ideologizing favoredby political
groups trying to justify their positions. Offsetting the schematicaspect of the 10-archontes
system are its partisan flavor and its unexpected liberalism. These aspects are best explained if this scheme representsthe confrontationbetween an exclusivist political program
(one promoting a narrow oligarchy) and the compromiseswhich it had to make to achieve
political power.
Therefore, 5th- and 4th-centurytheorizing does not seem to have been the basis for the
notice on the 10 archontesin the AP. This, of course, does not prove the historicity of the
system. Rather, that conclusionis urged both by the derivationof the notice from an annotation on the archon list and by a demonstrationthat the 10-archontessystem is explicable in
terms of 6th-centurypolitics in a way it is not for politics after 500.
THE TEN ARCHONTES
AND 6TH-CENTURY OLIGARCHS AND DEMOCRATS
THE TRADITIONS
ON THE SYNOECISM
OF ATTICA

Before we can speak about the political agents in the creation of the 10-archontessystem, it will be necessaryto returnonce more to Plutarch, Theseus,25 (AP, fr. 2, accordingto
Kenyon and Wade-Gery), which Wade-Gery cited in support of a Eupatrid caste. The
details of this chapter make it suspect as a historical description,even an anachronisticone.
The traditional picture of Theseus as the inaugurator of the evolution toward Athenian
Yet a
7pOS TOv ob'xov.55
democracyis explicitly creditedto the AP: 0`nt 86 7rpwroSa,EdKXLVE
democratizing Theseus is hard to justify here.56 First, he segregates the Eupatrids
54 Cf. Mosse (op. cit. [footnote9 above],pp. 406-407), who notes both the influence of philosophicalthinking on the political climate of the 6th century and the systematiccharacterof the compromiseinherent in the
empanelmentof the 10 archontes.

55Cf. Euripides, Suppliants, 350-353,
59.75, 6O.28; Plutarch, Theseus, 24.2-25.I;

[Demosthenes],
Isokrates, IO.34-37 (cf. I2.I26-I29);
Marmor Parium, FGrHist, 239, A 20; cf. Pausanias, I.3.3. On

399-408;

Theseus' self-subordinationto the laws, see also Diodorus Siculus, Iv.6I.8-9.
56 For the non-democraticquality of Plutarch, Theseus, 25: Atthis, pp. 247-248, note 49; cf. Hammond,
pp. 107-108, note 4.
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He makes of them the sole sourceof Athenian sacredand secular law,
and Kat 'o-Ww Kat tEpCV f6-yip-aL' (suggesting greater
for they are the vodMcv8tL3ao-KdXot,
influence than the historical exegetai).58 Furthermore, the impression of the social predominanceof Theseus' Eupatridswhich strikes us in this passage can also be seen in the use
of geomoroi for the farming componentof the community. In other tripartite formulations
(a7WoKpLivas Xwp t).57

the farmers are agroikoi or, most commonly, georgoi. Elsewhere, geomoroi (or gamoroi in

the Dorian dialect) are a politically elite group, a dominatinglandowning aristocracyas at
Syracuse (Herodotos, VII.I55.2; Aristotle, fr. 586) or on Samos (Plutarch, Moralia, 303E304c; Thucydides, VIII.2 I). In Attic, gamoros appears in Aischylos where it means "inhabitant" (Suppliants, 6I3; Eumenides, 890). In Plato, Laws, 737E (cf. 9I9D), thegeomoroi are
an agriculturalclass, but even here the term is not simply equivalentto georgoi. Plato has set
a lower limit to the size of allotments for the geomoroi so it is evident that they did not
include transient laborers, dependentagriculturalworkers, or even marginal farmers. The
termgeomoros seems by its secondelement to invite a directcontrastto be made with hektemoros.59 If chapter 25 intends to distinguish the geomoroifrom other rural agriculturalists,
then the numerous poorer rural inhabitants (dependentlabor, pelatai or hektemoroi)will
not have been included in the three social groups. Hence, the demiourgoiin this fragment
are distinguished by their number, although they could never have been very numerous if
comparedto the total farming population.60
Our suspicions that chapter 25 is aristocraticor oligarchicin ideology are strengthened
when it is seen in context. Chapters 24 and 25 each report a foundation of the Athenian
state. Plutarch reconciles the two by calling chapter 24 the synoecism and chapter 25 an
augmentationof the city. But the proclamationof Theseus, b36p' LTE 7raVTfE,opening chapter 25, was certainly meant originally to introduce an account of the synoecism. In 24.2,
Theseus promises to the dynatoi (men of power) an ap3aol'XvroTV7roVTELaav(kingless constitution) and democracy,with himself only as war leader and guardian of the laws. He
offers isomoiria (equal sharing) to the common people. The idiotai (common people) and
the penetes (poor) eagerly accept his appeal, but others fearing Theseus, who are probably
the dynatoi previously mentioned,only comply so as not to be compelled.Thus, the conflict
between Theseus, champion of the common people, and the aristocracyis apparent. This
democratizingtraditionon Theseus is dominantin Plutarch, who appears to use it again in
32-35, where the discomfitureof Theseus at the hands of Menestheus, a proto-demagogue,
57 Wade-Gery, p. 91. In contrast,in Strabo, vIII.7.I (c383), the system attributedto Ion, although it is still
aristocratic,is describedin language that is neutral and functionallydescriptiveratherthan in terms that refer
to hereditarystatus.
58

On the exegetai: Atthis, pp. 8-51.

op. cit. (footnote5 above),p. 2. Cf. Roebuck,pp. 490-491, to whom they are internal colonistswho
have become prominentin peripheral villages.
60 Wust (op. cit. [footnote5 above],p. 2) has all poor Athenians as demiourgoi(hektemoroiplus demiourgoi
equals penetes in Plutarch, Theseus, 24.2). Yet his equation of the agroikoi and the geomoroi is invalid.
Wealthy demiourgoi(admittedlya small group) are ignored. It is more likely that the demiourgoiwould have
been classifiedwith the more numerous freed hektemoroias thetes. Diodorus Siculus, I.28.4-5, cited by Wuist
for support, in fact illustrates the opposite. The demiourgoiwere probably classified not by some negative
criterion, that they possessed little or no land, but by the positive criterionof engaging in a craft, which affiliation was perhaps validatedby participationin certain cults.
59 Wtist,
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and the dynatoi is related. On the other hand, the hierarchical,tripartite division of Attic
society in Theseus, 25 is justified by Theseus' desire to preclude an 'aTaKTOV(disordered)
and uEMutyMuEv2v
(promiscuous) democracy,created by an aKpPLTOV (indiscriminate) mass
swamping the community.61Moreover, instead of the neutral or pejorativedynatoi for the
elite, the honorific Eupatrids is used. Plutarch appreciatedthe dissimilarityof the two accounts on Theseus, for he concludedthe second synoecism (his "augmentation")by citing
the AP on Theseus as the initiator of Athenian democracyin order to mitigate the incongruityof the two accounts.
Theseus' abolition of the prytaneialbouleuteriain the rest of Attica, and creationof an
Athenianprytaneionlbouleuterionfor all the notablesof Attica were treatedas democratizing or of a neutral political characterfrom an ideological perspective (Thucydides, II.I5i6.i; Plutarch, Theseus, 24.3). If we imagine, however, a synoecismof Attica togetherwith
the creation of a hereditary Eupatrid caste, synoecismitself takes on an oligarchic appearance. If the dynatoi (cf. Plutarch, Theseus, 24.3) in all Attica lost their local prytaneia and

were moved to the asty (town) as Eupatrids, any person claiming to belong to the political
elite whose principal domicile lay outside the asty was an imposter. It is not surprisingthat
one version of the antecedentsof the synoecismof Attica was a transparentjustification of
the Pedion G-TaiTt(party), since the leaders of the parties of the Paralioi and the Diakrioi
probably lived in the same regions as their followers. In this version, Attica and Megara
were dividedamong the four sons of Pandion II. The eldest son, Aigeus, held the asty and its
plain. The Paralia fell to Pallas, and the Diakria to Lykos. Nisos becameruler of Megara.62
By war Aigeus and his son Theseus reconqueredAttica, and we may note that Plutarch,
Theseus, 25.5 (cf. Theseus, 10.4) shows an awareness of the tradition that Theseus also

conqueredthe Megarid. Thereupon Theseus embarkedon a reorganizationof Attic society.
In this treatment of the synoecism, the parties opposed to Lykourgos and the Pedion
faction are equated with the usurping cadetlines of Pandion II's descendants.This tradition
may well be a part of polemics against the Peisistratidsby self-advertisedEupatrids. Lykourgos, like his 4th-century namesake, was probably a member of the genos of the Eteoboutadai, whose ancestor Boutes was a son of Pandion I. He received the priesthood of
Poseidon Erechtheusby inheritancefrom Pandion.63The Eteoboutads'claims to hereditary
priesthoodand the Eupatrids'claims to legitimacy as Athens' aristocracyboth went back to
the validity of the actions of Pandion I and II and their rightful successors Aigeus and
Theseus. An equation of the Eupatridswith the Pedion party is made by the Lexica Segueriana (AnecdotaBekkeri I, p. 257) where the Eupatridsare ot aViTO'io~ ia(Tv OLKOVVTES (the
ones inhabiting the town itself) and uETE'XOVTES'fa0tLKov y'ovs' (membersof the royal
line or family).64It is traditions like those behind Theseus, 25 to which we should look for
the basis of this lexical notice.
61This is the stock language of criticism of democracy.Whether it came from Plutarch's source or the
biographer has supplied us with his own estimation of Theseus' motives (to smooth the jarring transition
between chapters 24 and 25) is unknown.
62 Scholia Aristophanes,Lysistrata,58; Wasps, 1223; Sophokles,fr. 872; Andron,FGrHist, 10, F 14; Philochoros,FGrHist, 328, F 107 (the last three in Strabo,ix.i.6 [C392]); cf. Pausanias, 1.5.4; Plutarch, Theseus,I3.
63 Harpokration,s.v. BoV'Tt)v;
Apollodoros,Bibliotheca,III.I5.I; Stephanusof Byzantium,s.v. BovTaba.
64 The gloss shows its affinities with Plutarch, Theseus, 25 and
its geomoroi for farmers by using epigeomoroi for the demiourgoi.
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Moreover, Boardman has shown that Theseus is relatively insignificant in Athenian
vase painting during the Peisistratid period when comparedwith Herakles.65One reason
for this might be that Peisistratos and his followers did not see Theseus as their exemplar
and antecedent,perhaps because the hero had already been pre-emptedby their opponents
of the Pedieis. Exalting the Pedion factionover the Paralia and Diakria has no obviousecho
in 5th- and 4th-century politics, a fact which points to a 6th-century proveniencefor the
story of the war against the cadet lines of Pandion. That Megara is treated as though it
should be a part of Attica and is ruled by Nisos, an Athenian, may also indicate a 6thcentury date for the inception of the tradition.While it is impossibleto be certain how early
Athens claimed the Megarid, Megara was most intensely at odds with Athens during the
6th century, until Salamis becamepermanentlyAthenian by Spartanarbitration(Plutarch,
Solon, io.6; Aelian, Varia Historia, VII.I9). Although Athens and Megara were hostile to
each other before the PeloponnesianWar and again in the 340's, there is no indicationthat
the Athenians ever tried to annex Megarian territoryafter 500.
THE FESTIVAL OF THE SYNOIKIA

The festival of the Synoikia may have preserved traces of an oligarchic, "Eupatrid",
sectarian interpretationof Theseus (cf. Plutarch, Theseus, 24.4). The Synoikia, a trieteric
and perhaps annual festival, occurring on the 16th of the first month of the Attic year,
Hekatombaion, celebrated the unification of Attica.66Although it is mentioned in Thucydides (II.- 5.2), the absence of other referencesto the festival during the Classical period
and the modestsacrificesassociatedwith it in the late 5th-centuryAthenian state calendarof
Nikomachos suggest that it was no longer important.67This unimportanceis surprising,
given the prominentplacementof the festival at the beginning of the year and the historical
importance of the event which it commemorated.The explanation is that the role of the
Synoikia as a celebrationof the creationof the Athenian people had been taken over by the
other great festival of Hekatombaion, the Panathenaia. Plutarch (Theseus, 24.3), in the
very sentencebefore his referenceto the Synoikia,describesthe Panathenaiaas a foundation
of Theseus in honor of the synoecism.
The Synoikia has an aristocraticappearance.In the first place, the phylobasileis,whom
Pollux says were chosen from the Eupatrids (vIII.I I I), are cited either as authoritiesor as a
source for funds (ek phylobasilikon: LSCG, Suppl., no. 10, lines 33-38, 45-46), and they

shared in the sacrifice (lines 41-42), facts which attest to the antiquity of the festival.
65J. Boardman, "Herakles, Peisistratos, and Sons," RA 1972 (pp. 57-72), pp. 57-58; idem, "Herakles,
Peisistratos, and Eleusis," JHS 95, 1975 (pp. 1-12), pp. 2-3. Theseus becomes more important on Attic
pottery after 510, exactly what might be expected if he were associatedwith the opponentsof Peisistratos.See
K. Schefold, "Kleisthenes,"MusHelv 3, 1946 (pp. 59-93), pp. 72-77, 89-90.
66 Plutarch, Theseus, 24.4 has Metoikia, but it should be emended to Synoikia on the strength of Scholia
Aristophanes,Peace, I Oi9, which reportsthat a sacrificeto Eirene was instituted,probablyin the 4th century,
on the same day as the Synoikia, another indication of the insignificance of the Synoikia by that time. Cf.
Isokrates, I5.IIo; Nepos, Timotheus,2.2; Philochoros,FGrHist, 328, F 151; Pausanias, i.8.2; see also Plutarch, Kimon, I 3.6.
67 On the calendar of Nikomachos: LSCG, Suppl., no. 10, lines 31-58. See, in general, H. W. Parke,
Festivals of the Athenians, London 1977, pp. 30-33; L. Deubner, AttischeFeste, Berlin 1932, pp. 36-38; S.
Dow, "Six Athenian SacrificialCalendars,"BCH 92, 1968, pp. 170-186.
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Second,and more significant,a prominentrole was also played by the tribe of the Geleontes,
its phylobasileus,and by a trittys of that tribe called the Leukotainioi (White-filleted). The
name Leukotainioi, the only known pre-Kleisthenictrittys, suggests priestly office. In Plutarch, Theseus, 25.2, the leadership of Athenian religion is made the duty of the Eupatrids
by Theseus (cf. Strabo, vIII.7. I [c383], where one of the bioi of primitive Athens is that of the

hieropoioi).One hypothesis might be that the pre-Kleisthenictrittyes (thirds) were secondary divisionsof the tribes into the three social groups, Eupatrids,georgoi, and demiourgoi.68
The Leukotainioi would be the Eupatrid trittys of the tribe Geleontes, made up of certain
gene. The division of the tribes into phratries and their gene would be older and incommensurablewith the division into trittyes (as also in the Kleisthenic 10-tribe system). Yet a
religious structure making use of the trittyes does not necessitate a thorough division of
Athenians among the three social groups, i.e., an assigning of every Athenian to a trittys of
the georgoi or demiourgoiwithin each tribe and the inheritanceof that assignment.In sacral
terms, only the trittys Leukotainioi of the trittyes of the tribe Geleontes need really count,
with the other trittyes not fully operative. Hence, pre-Kleisthenictrittyes are nebulous entities. In this way, there would result a situation where religious and political structuredid
not faithfully mirror each other. Rather, an organization of ritual provideda model for a
restructuringof society, a template from which a tripartite polity might be created, when
general political conditionswere propitious.
THE

PANATHENAIA

The view that would see the Synoikia as an oligarchic homologue to the Panathenaia
takes on greater probability from the involvement of the Panathenaia in the rhythm of
political crisis in early 6th-centuryAttica. From the late 590's, significantevents seem to be
taking place at 4-year intervals. Solon was chosen archon for 594/3, in which year he presumably promulgated his reforms. After four quiet years, there was a year of anarchia in
590/89. The term anarchia denotes that no archon was chosen, in contrast to other irregularities in the archonship. In 508/7, when Isagoras was expelled, he remained eponymous.69In 411, when the 400 fell, another archon took the place of the eponymous appointed by them.70Both events were irregularitiesin the archonship,but the sourcesdo not
refer to anarchia.7' After 590/89, another anarchia followed in 586/5.72 Then Damasias
68See Wiist (op. cit. [footnote5 above],pp. 8-9), the details of whose argument I do not accept.

69AP, 2I.i; Dionysiosof Halikarnassos,
I.74.6,

V.I.I.

Meiggs-Lewis, no. 81, line 2.
71 The situation in 404/3, when Pythodoroswas archon under the Thirty, is superficiallyat odds with the
view just outlined since Xenophon, Hellenika iI.3. I (if, in fact, this is Xenophon and not an interpolator)and
DiodorusSiculus(xIV.3.I) call 404/3 a year of anarchia. Cf. Aelian, Varia Historia V.I3. Yet Xenophon
mentions Pythodoroswhile saying that the Athenians do not name him. Lysias (7.9) used Pythodorosto date
an event in a speech to be given before the Areopagus, and the AP (35.I, 4I.I) also made use of him. This
suggests that the anarchiai of the 580's, when no archon at all could be named, were different in character.
Pythodorosremainedon the "list"of archonsin some sense, even though he may have been consideredin office
illegitimately. In the 580's, no one at all seems to have held the archonshipduring the anarchiai.The language
of the AP (I3.I) for the second anarchia, avapXLavf7roL'qrav(they created an anarchy), may suggest something more than the accidentalresult of civil strife.
72 The majorityof scholarssupport this chronology:F. G. Kenyon, AOHNAIQN HlOAITEIA:Aristotleon
70 AP,

33 .I; Diodorus Siculus, xIII.38.I;
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was electedin 582/1. It appears in retrospect,however,that there may have been something
unusual about his election. He held office for 26 months, but his second year (581/0) does
not appear as anotheryear of anarchia. It is thereforepossiblethat Damasias was electedto
a multi-year term or a change was made to allow re-election to the archonship either in
582/1 or in 581/0. Furthermore,while it is usually thought that the 10 archontesgoverned
for the remaining 10 months of the year after the expulsion of Damasias,73the AP says:
ovTrot Trov /Era
ptav oEvtavLrTov(they were in office the year after Damasias).
ajaotav
The AP, then, tells us nothing about the remaining 10 months of the third year of Damasias. These months may have been a period of anarchyin our sense, ratherthan anarchia,if
Damasias was legitimatelyin office. Finally, the AP is silent about 578/7, the year in which
a return was presumably made to an individual archon after the year of the 10 archontes,
579/8. The AP chose to mark out the appearanceof political crisis at 4-year intervals. It
dates the archonshipof Damasias with the phrase:/jfEra be ?ravira ba rov avTW Xp.v.
The preposition bta with the genitive is used to express the idea of a sequence by stated
intervals. Although many have found the expression av'rw^vx)poWv odd, it is needed to
specify the interval. The phrase aivrc xpdw emphasizesthe periodicityof crisis in a way
in which the clearer phrase Trc^brEM,rTcP or ErTE7rEM7rTr (in the 5th year) would not.74

These 4-year intervals coincide with the incidence of the Panathenaic festival.75The
penteteric Panathenaia evolved from the annual Panathenaia, supposedly foundedby Erichthonios,son of Hephaistos.76Its inceptionwas also assignedto Theseus.77An early reference to the Panathenaia may be in the Catalogue of Ships, Iliad II.550-55I.
Clearly the
Athenians believed the festival to be very old (Aelius Aristides, xIII.I89). At some date, the
festival changed its name from Athenaia to Panathenaia (Istros, FGrHist, 334, F 4),
the Constitutionof Athens, 3rd ed., Oxford 1892, p. 41; Sandys, op. cit. (footnote24 above), pp. 50-52; Hignett, p. 319; Atthis, p. 351, note 46; T. J. Cadoux, "The Athenian Archons from Kreon to Hypsichides,"
JHS 68, 1948 (pp. 70-123), pp. 93-101; and N. G. L. Hammond ("The ChronologicalBasis of Solon's Reforms," Studies in Greek History, Oxford 1973 [pp. 145-169], pp. 146-150), who, however, separates the
Seisachtheia, dated to Solon's archonship in 594/3, from his nomothesia,to be dated to 592/1. An attempt,
however, to date Solon's reformsto 592/1 on the basis of AP, I4.I with its reckoningback from the archonship
of Komeas in 561/0 or 560/59 demands either an elimination or an unacceptable translation of &a' rTv
avrwv xpovov (about the same time) and must conflatethe secondyear of Damasias (so as not to conflictwith
the Delphic evidence) with the second anarchia (G. V. Sumner, "Notes on Chronological Problems in the
Aristotelian AOHNAIQN IHOAITEIA,"CQ 11, 1961 [pp. 31-54], pp. 49-54). The Delphic evidence is
consonantwith the chronologycited. See Rhodes, p. 181.
73 See Rhodes, p. 182.
74 The translation "about the same time" confuses the passage considerably because METa ra&-ara(after
these) precedes and seems to give a contradictorychronologicalmarker. See Sumner, loc. cit. (footnote 72
above); M. Miller, "The Earlier Persian Dates in Herodotus,"Klio 37, 1959 (pp. 29-52), pp. 47-49, who
with no further passage of time. G. Kaibel (Stil und Text
would see the phrase as a repetitionof f'TEL7rE,frATTC
des Aristoteles,Berlin 1893, p. 153) sees the phrase as an interpolationand superder HOXLATELa
'A71jvaLOv
fluous after MAEraravra.
75 In general, see Parke, op. cit. (footnote 67 above), pp. 33-50; Deubner, op. cit. (footnote 67 above),
pp. 22-35.
76 Evolution from the annual Panathenaia:Harpokration,s.v. r1ava71vvaia; Menander, fr. 428; cf. Lysias,
2I.2;
and founded by Erichthonios:Hellanikos, FGrHist, 323a, F 2; Androtion,FGrHist, 324, F 2; Harpo-

kration, loc. cit.; compare Scholia Aelius Aristides, xIII.I89.4-5; Aristotle, fr. 637.
77 Plutarch, Theseus, 24.3; Scholia Plato, Parmenides, I27A; cf. Pausanias, VIII.2.I.
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emphasizing the participationof all inhabitants of Attica (Pausanias, VIII.2.I). In 566, accordingto Jerome, reportingEusebius, the agon gymnasionbegan (102a-b [Helm]). About
this time (ca. 560), the earliest Panathenaic amphoras, prizes awarded in competition,appear.78Marcellinus reports,quoting Pherekydes(FGrHist, 3, F 2) via Didymos, in a badly
garbled notice, that the Panathenaiawas institutedin the archonshipof Hippokleides (Vita
Thucydidis,3), whose archonship, on the basis of Eusebius, has been dated to 566/5. Yet
anotheraccountstates that Peisistratoscreatedthe megala (great) Panathenaia,presumably
the quadrennialfestival (ScholiaAelius Aristides,xIII.I89.4-5). The date for Hippokleides'
archonship, while plausible, is not certain, and attetnpts to place Hippokleides' political
affiliations vis-a-vis Peisistratos are highly conjectural.79Later, Hipparchos, son of Peisistratos, helped promote a rhapsodiccontest at the Panathenaia (Plato, Hipparchos, 228B).
There is no certaintythat the changes either in the 560's or under Peisistratos signify that
the Panathenaia became quadrennial at that time. The 5th-century Panathenaia was a
complex socio-religiousevent which probablyevolvedin many stages. For all the conflicting
data on the Panathenaia, there is nothing to deny the existence of quadrennial festivals in
the early 6th century.
If the occurrenceof the Panathenaia had a relationship with the rhythm of political
crisis, it is likely that the characterof the election of officials to hold office in Panathenaic
years was somehow different from other years. In the 5th century, the Panathenaia fell on
the 28th of Hekatombaion,the first month of the Attic year. The recordof the two anarchiai
suggests that at least a part of the troubles in the early 6th century was connectedwith the
meeting of the ekklesia at which the next magistrateswere chosen. That an anarchia was
possible at all may argue that there was no mechanismto try repeatedlyduring the year to
elect the archon if there was a disruption of the customaryelectoral assembly. Moreover,
electionsconsiderablybeforethe beginning of a magistrate'sterm of officemay be a relatively advancedconstitutionalfeature. It is not hard to imagine a situation where magistrates
were elected and immediatelytook office. In the 4th century the archons served during the
archonticyear. However, the AP reportsthat other importantmagistrates(such as the treasurer of the stratiotic fund, the controllers of the theoric fund, and the supervisor of the
fountains) served during the Panathenaic year, from Panathenaia to Panathenaia (43 i).80
The AP next observes that the Athenians chose all magistrates belonging to the regular
administration(enkykliosdioikesis) by allotment, except for those just listed. They elected
these others, and the magistrateshaving been elected served during the Panathenaic year.
The Hellenotamiai, importantofficialsduring the 5th-centuryarche, were probablyelected
78J. D. Beazley, The Developmentof Attic Black Figure, Berkeley/Los Angeles 1951, pp. 88-90; cf. P. E.
Corbett, "The Burgon and Blacas Tombs,"JHS 80, 1960 (pp. 52-60), pp. 56-58.
79J. A. Davison, "Notes on the Panathenaea,"From Archilochusto Pindar, London 1968 (pp. 28-69),
pp. 35-41 ( = JHS 78, 1958, pp. 23-42; JHS 82, 1962, pp. 141-142).
80 For the Panathenaicyear from annual Panathenaiato Panathenaia:W. S. Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens,
Oxford 1911, pp. 474-476; P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule, Oxford 1972, pp. 236-237; Rhodes, p. 517.
There is also no doubt that the phrase "fromPanathenaia to Panathenaia"occasionally meant a 4-year interval (e.g., IG I3, 292, line 2; 300, line 2; Meiggs-Lewis, no. 72, lines 1-2), but the 4-year period is specified.
Cf. F. W. Mitchel, "Demades of Paenia and IG I2 1493, 1494, 1495," TAPA 93, 1962 (pp. 213-229),
pp. 220-221, notes 19, 20.
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officials,and they also servedfor the Panathenaicyear.81It is uncertainwhether or not it is
merely coincidental that allotted civilian officials served the archontic year while elected
officials served the Panathenaic year. It is conceivablethat the archons, while still elected,
servedthe Panathenaicyear and were elected shortly before the festival. The Panathenaia,
from its name, from its associationwith Peisistratos,and from its subsequentelaborationin
Periclean Athens, can be seen to have had a "populist"hue (quite differentfrom the Synoikia). Elections held shortlybeforethe quadrennialPanathenaiamay have been particularly
well attendedby Athenians outside the asty, who may have been stirredinto activity by the
festival itself. Thereby, Panathenaic years may have seen populist agitation, starting from
the archonshipof Solon. The festival provideda "criticalmass"for populist agitation. On at
least one occasion, the Panathenaia itself provided an opportunity for political activity.
Harmodios and Aristogeitonplanned to assassinatethe Peisistratidsat the Panathenaia of
514/3 (AP, I8.3; Thucydides, vI.56.2). The tyrannicides sought to take advantage of the
gathering of Athenians for the festival in orderto get help against the tyrants'bodyguards.
THE AUTHORITY OF THE TEN ARCHONTES
It is appropriate here to draw out some ramificationsof the analysis of the 10-archontes
system presented above. In the 580's, there was a quadrennial effort to uphold and to
strengthen Solon's reforms.82In this interpretation,Damasias becomes a reformist figure,
who was elected perhaps for a multi-year term, or re-elected,and chargedwith curbingthe
aggrandizing behavior of the socio-economicelite.83Driven out by force (,/t'j), Damasias
was succeeded by the 10-archontessystem, which, as has been observed, is intrinsically
opposedto the Solonian census system. There had never been a Eupatridcaste, but the term
eupatridaiwas adopted by the opponents of Damasias, who may have used the term in the
same sense as Plutarch, Theseus,25 to mean a closed political order claimingto derivefrom
Theseus. These Eupatridswere later groupedunder the banner of the Pedion party and its
leader Lykourgos. Their Theseus had crushed usurpers from the Paralia and Diakria,
much as they aspired to bring low the followers of Megakles and Peisistratos.In the festival
of the Synoikia,these aristocratscelebratedthis vision of the unificationof Attica, and by the
organization of the cult of the Synoikia, they may have attemptedto promote a tripartite
caste system. That the 10-archontessystem was out of phase with the Panathenaiccycle of
81 R. Meiggs (The Athenian Empire, Oxford 1972, p. 234) who cites Meiggs-Lewis, no. 72, lines 25-28,
no. 84. The treasurers of Athena and the treasurers of the other gods, both selected by lot, also served the
Panathenaicyear (Meiggs-Lewis, no. 58A, lines 28-29, no. 84).
82 In supporting such efforts, Peisistratos could present himself as primarily a defender of the Solonian;
constitution(Plutarch, Solon, 29.4).
83 The Marmor Parium (FGrHist, 239, A 38) has Damasiasas Aagao-LovTOV IeVTEpOV (Damasiasthe
Younger); the phrase does not mean "in the 2nd year of Damasias" (Cadoux, op. cit. [footnote 72 above],
p. 102, note 162). The elder Damasias was archon in 639/8 (Dionysios of Halikarnassos, 111.36.i). On the
slight support of the elder Damasias, the theory of a reactionaryyounger Damasias has been erected:WadeGery, pp. 103-105; Wust, op. cit. (footnote 5 above), p. 9. Only the notion of a Eupatrid "patrician"caste
supports the idea that the pre-Solonianarchonshipwas closed to non-Eupatridsand newcomers.Nor is there
any reason why even a Eupatrid Damasias cannot have desertedthe Eupatrid camp for political advantage.
Moreover, a multi-year archonship is rather like a tyranny and hardly seems an oligarchic measure (cf.
Pittakos of Mytilene).
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agitation indicatesthat its originatorsstood toward the other end, the oligarchicside, of the
political spectrum. So too does the reservationof half the places to Eupatrids suggest an
origin for the system among those who sought a narrow oligarchy. They were not strong
enough, however,to make their vision of Athens prevail. Other social groups had to be taken
into account. The deprecatingview held of them by the Eupatrids is clear from the use of
agroikoi (boors) in referringto the farmers,a word, like konipodesor penestai (Epidaurian
and Thessalian serfs), which was a fitting term for a rural dependentclass. The agroikoiof
579/8 were probably in large part the hektemoroiliberated by Solon in 594/3. Some of
them had grown in influence, and they had probably been joined by smallholders in the
centralplain who had never been reducedto serfdom.84The 10-archontessystem grudgingly recognizedthat they must be included in the executive.
Yet the 10-archontessystem certainly does not favor the agroikoi.They receivedonly 3
out of the 10 archontes,although independentfarmers must have made up the majorityof
the inhabitantsof even the central plain in ca. 580. Indeed,it is the demiourgoiwho seem to
be favored.They receive 2 of the archontes,which must over-representthem in comparison
with the 3 agroikoi.That there were 2 craftsmenfor every 3 farmers in Attica in the early
6th century is inconceivable.For the asty, however, the ratio of 3 agroikoito 2 demiourgoiis
somewhat closer to reality. The same disproportionaterole of the demiourgoi,noteworthy
for their numbers,is seen in Plutarch, Theseus,25. There, the reckoningworks only if most
of the rural population has been ignored by excluding all except middle-classfarmersfrom
the classificationgeomoroi. The favoring of the demiourgoiis a justifiable policy for those
attemptingto resist Solon's reforms.The anti-Solonian party was aggrievedat the Seisachtheia, which releasedagriculturaldebtorsfrom the authorityof the elite. It is unlikely at this
time, before Athenian coinage, that loans by the aristocracyplayed much of a role in the
crafts, and such loans as there were, were probably not coveredby the Seisachtheia. The
oligarchs of the asty could offer an alliance to the demiourgoi,who might be induced to
cooperateto the detrimentof the formerhektemoroi.In fact, had the demiourgoibeen allies
of the agroikoi,it is odd that anyone would have botheredto differentiatethe two non-elite
groups.85

The disproportionaterole of the demiourgoipoints to the conclusionthat only groups
within the asty were representedamong the 10 archontes. If the foregoing analysis is correct, Plutarch, Theseus,25 and relatedtexts reveal that the title of Eupatridcould have been
appropriatedby the aristocratsof the asty. The system seems to have ignored the existence
of the other two staseis (parties) and their leaders. The devisers of the system underestimated the political power of the Attic chora, a power strengthenedby the Seisachtheiaand
by the encouragementof rural notables through the census system. Rather than seeking a
rapprochementwith the Paralioi and Diakrioi, the 10-archontessystem seeks to broaden
the base of support for the Pedieis in the asty and its vicinity by concessionsto the small
farmersof the plain, the agroikoi,and to the demiourgoi.By ignoring the other two parties,
84 Those smaliholdersnot reducedto the status of hektemoroistill would have been classed with the agroikoi, not with the Eupatrids. Our analysis of the term eupatrides in the 6th century excludes the meaning of
merely "free-born"(see above, pp. 454-455).
85 Cf. Mosse, op. cit. (footnote 9 above), pp. 407-408, on the different aims of the two groups.
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however, the system probably doomed itself to failure. Accordingly,we may hypothesize
why the 10-archontessystem did not becomepermanent.The year 578/7 was anotheryear
in the Panathenaic cycle and should mark a resurgenceof populist ferment,which restored
the Solonian census system for the election of the eponymous archon. Consequently, one
may doubt whether the 10 archontes' authority extended very far beyond the asty. The
system represents a diversion from the constitutional developmentof Athens based on an
acceptanceof the general outlines of the Solonian reforms and specifically of the Seisachtheia and the census system. It signaled an attempt to impose upon Athens a political order
closely attuned to socio-economicfunction and hereditary status, rather than to political
activity or wealth. The remainder of Athenian history in the 6th century emphasizes the
rejectionof the attempt. Peisistratosunites the strongestpolitical following, and it is Megakles and the Paralioi, also opposed to narrow oligarchy, who provide the viable alternative
to tyranny.
Two secondaryconclusionsmay also be drawn:
1) Difficulties over how the troubled 580's are to be reconciledwith Solon'sreformsand
with the emergenceof the regional parties have encourageda downdatingof -Solon'snomothesia.6 Our interpretationof the 10 archontesobviatessome of these difficulties.Except for
the expulsion of Damasias and the institutionof the 10 archontes,the stasis of the 580's was
caused by efforts to extend, not repeal, Solon's reforms.The tripartite conceptualizationof
Attic society is at odds with the dominant interpretativetradition, holding both that Solon
had thwarted economic exploiters (gnorimoi) bent on an oligarchy and that after him regional parties came to the fore. The 10-archontessystem representsthe transitoryrealization of a minorityview on the political situation, one that saw it as a confrontationbetween
Eupatrids of royal blood, inhabiting the town, and farmersand craftsmen.Outside of Plutarch, Theseus,25, few traces of this tradition survive.
2) To Jacoby, the crystallizationof the portraitof Theseus occurson the level of Atthidographic reformulationof traditional material.87Yet to attribute to Theseus a tripartite
divisionof societyor to assimilate his opponentsto the factionsof the 6th centuryhas polemical point, but, unlike the arguments over the Seisachtheia (AP, 6.i; Androtion,FGrHist,
324, F 34; Philochoros,FGrHist, 328, F 114) or over the credit for the manning of the fleet
in 480 (AP, 23.i; Kleidemos, FGrHist, 323, F 21), such polemics have no echo in contemporary political history. Therefore, to Jacoby, the account in Plutarch, Theseus, 25 is unlikely to come from an Atthis, and one must postulate a vague, theoretical fabricatorwith
unfathomablemotives.88But the Theseusis so thoroughlydependenton Atthidographythat
such a conjectureis dubious. Rather, the traditions reworkedby the Atthidographerswere
themselves already partisan, preserving interpretations which were pervaded by extinct
ideology.

Hignett, pp. 319-321.
Atthis, pp. 74-79, 121-123, 135-141, 219-220.
88 See Atthis, pp. 247-248, note 49, where he suggests Theophrastos in the Nomoi, as though this work
were not dependenton Atthidographyfor its data, much as the AP.
86
87
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Appendix
The Archonship and Sortition in the 6th Century

The system of the 10 archontesappearedso anomalousto E. Cavaignacthat he suggestedthat lying
behind the accountof the AP is a descriptionof a reformof KA?Jp(c)-L9S (K 7TpOKpLTCOv (allotmentfrom
the pre-selected)wherein each tribe was enjoinedto provide 10 prokritoiin the proportionof the 3
groups of the 10 archontes.A9Rhodes has revivedand extendedthis suggestion.90Yet this hypothesis
founders on complications of its own making. First of all, it would be necessary to assume that
someone confused a notice on the archon list that 4 tribal groups of 10 prokritoiwere to be chosen
henceforwardwith a notice of 10 archontesof a single year. This is a mistake of enormousdimensions, especially if the archonlist can be assumedto have had "klerosis"or some relatedterm. In any
case, that 20% of the candidatesfor the archonshipthroughoutthe 6th century were demiourgoiis
most unlikely. Nor is the use of the word agroikoiany easier to explain on this hypothesis. If the 10archontes system is merely a form of Solonian klerosis disguised, then the candidates must meet
Solonian census requirements.Therefore, a second stage of distortion must be posited (as Rhodes
suggested) in which 5 non-Eupatrids of the original notice were split among agroikoi and demiourgoi. Why anyone should have further confusedthe issue in this fashion is unexplained.
But there are still more historicalproblems.The stasis over the archonshipwhich led to the two
anarchiaiand the election of Damasias was of such an intensity that it cannothave been merely over
the relative proportionof Eupatrids and non-Eupatrids among the candidates.The only adequate
explanation would be that the archonship was closed to non-Eupatrids before the first anarchia
(590/89) and after the archonship(no earlier than 593/2) of Dropides, friend of Solon. This leaves
the elections of the archonshipsof Eukrates (592/1) and Simon (591/0). Presumably,one of these
archons would have had to have refused non-Eupatridprokritoi,and there was no redressshort of
anarchia until the 10 archontes'year. So Damasias is a Eupatrid. But his retentionof office is then
inexplicable, since in the past the Eupatridshad never needed a multi-year archonto resist pressure
to accept non-Eupatridprokritoi. It is preferableto see Damasias as a "populist"figure. That Solon's census arrangementswere suspendedwithin two years of their passage is also unlikely.
Moreover, the treatment of stasis in AP, I3.I-3 is on every count difficult to reconcile with
klerosis,which suggests a diminishing of the importanceof the archons.The evidencein support of
Solonian klerosisek prokritonis not strong. The AP (8.i, 22.5) supports it but underminesits support by citing a law of Solon on sortition of treasurersrather than archons.Aristotle in his Politics
says that Solon made no change in the methodof selectionof archons(I273b35-1274a3, I274aI5-i8;
cf.

I281b25-34).91

In addition, the case for klerosis is not strengthenedby the other passages alluding to it. Isokrates (12.I45)
praises prokrisis in the midst of an encomiastic and anachronisticcelebration of
Athens vaguely dated after Theseus. Isokrates (7.22-23)
comparesprokrisis of the best men and
sortition (klerosis), with the advantage to the former. [Demosthenes] (59.75) speaks of election ek
prokriton "when"or "after"Theseus established the democracyand synoecized Athens. All that
these amount to is that there were vague traditionsabout election and klerosis,both of which could
be turned to good purpose in epideictic oratory. Plutarch (Perikles, 9.4) and Pausanias (IV.5.5O)
speak of yearly archonsallotted from of old and an ancient allottedarchonship,but the formercould
89 "La designationdes archontesAtheniensjusqu'en 487," RevPhil 48, 1924 (pp. 144-148), pp. 145-146.
90Rhodes, p. 183.
91See Rhodes, pp. 146-148, with 130-134; cf. Hignett, pp. 321-326; Day and Chambers, op. cit. (footnote 3 above), pp. 80-81.
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be pre-Solonian and the latter Thesean as much as Solonian. It is particularlynoteworthythat no
other source envisages a hiatus in sortition as does the AP. Therefore, the balance of the surviving
evidence is against klerosis ek prokriton as Solonian. A belief in klerosis ek prokriton must then fall

back on positing an edition of Solon's laws (if not the survivalof the axones and kyrbeisthemselves)
free from later interpolationand emendment.The referencesto Solonian klerosis,improbably,as it
seems to me, would stem from such a source.92
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